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1. Stabilise the tripod
1. Keep the tripod as low as convenient for viewing through the telescope, to inhibit wind movement and vibra�on

of nearby machines
2. Fix the tripod star to the ground to prevent movement, or
3. Use a monopod

2. Eliminate parallax error. 
1. Parallax error occurs when the eyepiece crosshairs are not focused on the re�na of your eye. 
2. You can see a parallax error if, when looking at the object through the telescope you move your head slightly, the

crosshairs moves slightly on the object. 

3. You can fix a parallax error by adjus�ng the crosshair focus so that the crosshairs appear clear and black against
the object and there is not movement of the crosshairs when you move your head.

https://hitechniques.ie/accessories/tripods/
https://hitechniques.ie/accessories/tripods/
https://hitechniques.ie/tripod-star/
https://hitechniques.ie/survipod-boltfix/


3. When free sta�oning
1. Choose backsight points at furthest end of site to improve baseline length

2. Choose backsight points that are approximately equidistant from total sta�on.  In figure above the distance from
the setup 2 to the backsight sta�on points is approximately equidistant

3. Try to choose setup and backsight sta�ons that will give an equilateral triangle in plan for be�er accuracy
4. Closing error should be less than 2 mm. 
5. Add more points to improve free sta�oning accuracy

4. Always record the staked out point.
1. Stake out report.  Figure below shows the stake our report that you can have showing difference between design

point and staked point

5. Always check your backsight when finished se�ng out.
1. Get a sta�oning report
2. And a backsight check report, see below



6. Bring the prism down to the  staked out point:
1. Use a short pole

2. Use reversible pole.  With this pole you can fit the prism to the top or the bo�om of the pole
3. Use a mini 360° prism.  Like the standard miniprism you can put this on a 50mm pin.

7. Reduce se�ng out threshold to 10mm.  O�en users, when doing the final se�ng out of a point, use only the sound
(beeping/con�nuous) to posi�on the pole, because they are looking at where the point is on the ground.  If you reduce
the se�ng out threshold the boundary at which the instrument switches from beeping to con�nuous you will be nearer
the point.
 
Make it even more accurate
 

1. Sta�on on a point rather than free sta�oning.  As above the sta�oning least squares adjustment when free
sta�oning will generally be about 2mm.  Sta�oning on a point should have a sta�oning accuracy of <0.5mm

2. Con�nue to use the same sta�on point as much as possible.  Because there will not be absolute agreement
between sta�on points, using a single sta�on point as much as possible reduces errors.

3. Use double facing when sta�oning

https://hitechniques.ie/short-carbon-setting-out-pole/


4. Double facing reduces any instrument collima�on error by using the average value of the two measurements.

 


